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February 27  Stephen Holland, University of North Carolina, Erin Mansur, Dartmouth College, Nicholas Muller, Carnegie Mellon University, and Andrew Yates, University of North Carolina. “Decompositions and Policy Consequences of an Extraordinary Decline in Air Pollution from Electricity Generation.”


April 17  Torben Mideksa, Uppsala University. “Managing Transboundary Public Goods.”

April 24  Robin Burgess, London School of Economics, Michael Greenstone, University of Chicago, Nicholas Ryan, Yale University, and Anant Sudarshan, University of Chicago. “The Demand for Off-Grid Solar Power: Evidence from Rural India’s Surprisingly Competitive Retail Power Market.”

Note: Name of presenter is in Bold.

For further information, contact Professor Stavins at the Kennedy School (495-1820), Professor Weitzman at the Department of Economics (495-5133), or the course assistant, Jason Chapman (496-8054), or visit the seminar web site.